Visual Information of the Bharias

APPENDIX I
PLATE 1(a). Panoramic view of Patalkot crater showing rim (kanat)

PLATE 1(b). The Patalkot cavity
PLATE 1(c). The crater from other angle

PLATE 2. The river Dudhi inside Patalkot
PLATE 3. The most experienced man, HALKU, the author's informant.

PLATE 4. Halku, his daughter and his great grandson (4-generations)
PLATE 5. Exquisite beauty of a Bharia girl

PLATE 6. The Bharia ornaments
PLATE 7. The musical instruments of the Bharias

PLATE 8. Utensils, commonly used by the Bharias
PLATE 9. Fishing implements of the Bharias

PLATE 10. A typical Bharia house
PLATE 11. Livestock

PLATE 12. Recently adopted mode of subsistence among the Bharias
PLATE 13. Foraging is a prime method of subsistence. Jamunshi, another informant is getting food.

PLATE 14. Collection is also a major economic activity of the Bharias.
PLATE 15. Tilling the soil; transformation from forest economy to land use.

PLATE 16(a). Weekly market
PLATE 16(b) & (c). The Interaction between the Bharias of Patalkot and the up-land people in weekly market

PLATE 16(c)
PLATE 17. Basket Making

PLATE 18. Rope Making
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PLATE 19(a) The indigenous method of storing maize

PLATE 19(b) Storage Bin
PLATE 20. Intake of dry intoxicant to remove weariness

PLATE 21(a). Meagre Community Feast
PLATE 21(b). The author is enjoying community lunch with the Bharias of Patalkot

PLATE 22. A mid-day meal
PLATE 23. Government sponsored Primary School

PLATE 24. Students’ Extra-curricular Activities
PLATE 25. Place of Ancestor worship

PLATE 26. Place of Worship of Nag Devta at Raja Kho
(Depth : 1200 metre approximately)
PLATE 27. An Idol of Hanumanji

PLATE 28(a). The Bharia couple with the new-born.
PLATE 28(b). The Proud Bharia mother

PLATE 29. Sunmali (The Bharia midwife)
PLATE 30(a). The Bharia Girls in dancing mood during marriage

PLATE 30(b). The bride and the bridegroom
PLATE 30(c). The bride is being carried by the brother-in-law to the marriage booth (a custom)

PLATE 31. A funeral procession
PLATE 32. Kinsmen are mourning - a custom

PLATE 33. Burial preparation